what we need on the fundamental theory of L(p, q) spaces. Many propositions concerning {}^{t}L(p, q) spaces one can refer to Hunt [2] , Blozinsky [1] , Yap [8] and [9] .
In this paper, it is essentially to investigate the multipliers of L(p, q) in which the identity \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), F(G))\cong F(G) will be true for the cases of F(G)_{-}^{-}L\}p , q)(G) or F(G)=A(p, q)(G) defined in Yap [8] . It follows that the identity \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), A^{p}(G))\cong A^{p}(G) for 1\leq p\leq 2 in Lai [4 ; Proposition 5.2] will be a consequence in this paper. Further we would give an an\Delta swer for the question risen in [4] .
Preliminaries on L(p, q) spaces
DEFINITIONS. Let f be a measurable function defined on a measure space (X, \mu) . We assume that the functions f are finite valued almost every- where and for y>0, \mu\{x\in X;|f(x)|>y\}<\infty
The distribution function of f is defined by \lambda_{f}(y)=\mu\{x\in X;|f(x)|>y\} , y>01
The (nonnegative) rearrangment of f is defined by ]^{*}(t)= \inf\{y>0 ; \lambda_{f}(y)\leq t\}=\sup\{y>0 ; \lambda_{f}(y)>t\} , t>01
The average function of f is defined by f^{**}(t)= \frac{1}{t}\int_{0}^{t}f^{*}(s)ds , t>0 .
*) The second author was partially supported by the Mathematics Research Center, Taiwan, Republic of China.
Note that \lambda_{f}(\cdot) , f^{*}(\cdot) , f^{**}(\cdot) are nonincreasing and right continuous functions on (0, \infty) (cf. Hunt [2] Indeed, if q\neq\infty and since f^{*}\leq f^{**}=(f^{*})^{**})=f^{**})^{*} , it follows that 
This norm is equivalent to the sum norm
In [8] , Yap showed that A(p, q)(1<p<\infty, 1\leq q\leq\infty) is a Segal algebra with respect to the sum norm, and so it is also a Segal algebra with respect to our given norm. In this section we investigate that whether the following identities hold
For convenient, we state some lemmas which are probably not all new. PROOF. (i) Since \{x\in G;|f_{s}(x)|>t\}=\langle x\in G ; |f(x-s)|>t\}=\{y\in G;|f(y)| >t\}+s, we have \lambda_{f_{g}}(t)=\lambda_{f}(t) .
(ii) This is a consequence of (i).
Q 
and hence
1<p, q<\infty t
We have to claim that the group algebra In order to characterize the multipliers \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), A(p, q)(G)) , we define a space M(p, q)(G) as follows For (ii), we consider G=T and' \Gamma=Z . Wiener and Wintner [7] proved that there is a nonnegative singular measure \mu on T such that \mu(n)= 0(n^{-1'2+}'.) for any \epsilon>0 . Thus for p>2,1\leq q\leq\infty , we choose a singular measure having the property of [7] showed. Then there are constants C_{1}>C_{2}>0 and n_{0} such that and so feL\{p,q) (\Gamma) . If p<q, then feL\{p, p) \subset L(p, q) . This shows that g\ni A(p, q) and
is dense in L(p, q)(\Gamma) . Let \{e_{\alpha}\} is L^{1}(\Gamma) be an approximate identity of L(p, q)(\Gamma) such that \hat{e}_{\alpha} has compact support. Then for every f\in L(p, q) (\Gamma) and any
\epsilon>0
, there is \alpha_{0} such that ||e_{\alpha_{0}}*f-f||^{(p,q)}<\epsilon l Since the simple functions are dense in L(p, q)(\Gamma), thus for the given e> 0, there exists a simple function g such that ||f-g||_{(p,q)}.<\epsilon , and ||e_{\alpha_{0}}*g-f||_{(p,q)}\leq||e_{\alpha_{0}}||_{1}||g-f||_{(p,q)}+||e_{\alpha_{0}}*f-f||_{(p,q)} <(C+1)\epsilon where ||e_{\alpha_{0}}||_{1}\leq C . But \acute{\acute{e}}_{\alpha_{0}}*g=\hat{e}_{a_{0}}\hat{g}\in C_{c}(G)\subset L^{1}(G) , we see that e_{\alpha_{0}}*g\in A^{1}(G) .
This shows that \hat{A^{1}(G} ) is dense in L(p, q)(\Gamma) .
Q.E.D.
We use the symboles appear in Liu and Rooij [6] . Thus by Lemma 3. 9, Theorem 2. 4, and [6 ; Lemma 2. 8], we obtain LEMMA 3. 10. Let H be the closures of
If p=1, then q=1, and the same result holds for C_{0}(\Gamma) in place of L(\infty , \infty)(\Gamma)=L^{\infty}(\Gamma) . LEMMA 3. 11. For 1<p<\infty , 1<q<\infty or p=1=q, then
where any element \mu in M(p, q)(G) is regarded as the pair (\mu,\acute{\grave{\mu}}) U_{\mu}(f, g)= \int_{G}fd\mu+\int_{\Gamma}g\acute{\grave{\mu}}d\eta , (f, g)\in C_{0}(G)V^{H}L(p', q')(\Gamma) .
We will define an operation \otimes for which C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(p', q')(\Gamma) is an L^{1}(G)-module. This operation \otimes induces an operation over its dual space which is defined by a\otimes U_{\mu}(f, g)=U_{\mu}(a\otimes(f, g)) and a\otimes(f, g)=(\tilde{a}*f, dg) for any (f, g)\in C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(p', q')(\Gamma) and a\in L^{1}(G) . At first we have to show [C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(p', q')(\Gamma)]' and M(p, q)(G) are the same space acted by L^{1}(G) under the operations \otimes and*respectively . That is a\otimes U_{\mu}=U_{a*\mu} holds for any a\in L^{1}(G) and \mu\in M(p, q)(G) . In fact for (f, g)\in C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(F', q')
, we have U_{a\mu}(f, g)= \int_{G}f(x)d(a*\mu)(x)+\int_{\Gamma}d\hat{\mu}gd\eta = \int_{G}f(x)a*\mu(x)d\lambda(x)+\int_{\Gamma}\hat{a}\hat{\mu}gd\eta (for a*\mu\in L^{1}(G)), and a\otimes U_{\mu}(f, g)=U_{\mu}(a\otimes(f, g))=U_{\mu} ( a-*f , \^ag) for every (/, g)\in C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(F', q')(\Gamma) .
Let \{e_{\alpha}\} be a bounded approximate identity of L^{1}(G) with ||e_{\alpha}||_{1}\leq 1 and the Fourier transform \hat{e}_{\alpha} has compact support such that ||e_{\alpha}*f-f||_{A(pq')}"arrow 0 for every f\in A(p', q')(G) (Lemma 3. 7.) 1 Since A(\hat{p',q')}(G) is dense in L(p', q')(\Gamma) , thus for any g\in L(p', q')(\Gamma) and \epsilon>0 there is h\in A(\hat{p',q')}(G) such that ||g-h||_{(pq')}"<\epsilon , it follows that ||\acute{e}_{\alpha}g-g||_{(pq\prime)}"\leqq||\hat{e}_{\alpha}g-\hat{e}_{\alpha}h||,p " q' ) +||p_{\alpha}h-h||_{(pq')}"+||h-g||_{(pq')} "
Since for \check{h}\in A(p', q')(G) with \check{h}=h\wedge , ||\hat{e}_{\alpha}h-h||_{(pq')}"=|\hat{|e_{\alpha}*}\check{h}-h||_{(p\prime,q\prime)}\leq||e_{\alpha}*\hslash-\check{h}||_{A(p\prime,q\prime)}arrow 0 , and \epsilon is arbitrary, we have ||\acute{e}_{\alpha}g-g||_{(p\prime,q\prime)}arrow 01
Therefore for (f, g)\in C_{0}(G)V_{H}L(p', q')(\Gamma) , we have ||e_{\alpha}\otimes(f, g)-(f, g)||=||(\tilde{e}_{\alpha}*f-f,\acute{e}_{\alpha}g-g|| \leq||\tilde{e}_{\alpha}*f-f||_{\infty}+||\acute{e}_{\alpha}g-g||_{(p\prime,q\prime)} arrow 0 , the limit being taken over all \alpha . This proof is completed.
Q.E.D. This answers the question risen in Lai [4] . The classical multiplier problem in L^{1}(G) is a special case in our context. That is \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), L^{1}(G))\cong \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), M(G))\cong M(G) . REMARK 2. From Corollary 3. 14 (ii), one sees that, in general, if S(G) is a proper Segal algebra, the multiplier algebra \mathfrak{M}(L^{1}(G), S(G)) needs not be isometrically isomorphic to S(G) itself.
